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ABSTRACT:

Branch Brook Park Roller Skating Rink in Newark, NJ is one of the last standing

urban roller rinks in the tri-state area.  It is recessed in the pit of a hill and one

has to descend nearly a hundred steps to reach the rink on foot. Upon first

glance, the concrete exterior resembles a bomb shelter. The arcade, disco lights

and streamers of the interior, however, are a reminder of the innocence and

gregariousness of 1970s roller discos.

 A neon sign on the façade of the building dictates the week’s schedule: Tugger

Production’s First Thursday Adult Skate Night Party, Skating with Praise Gospel

Skating with DJ B-real, Roller Derby Practice, etc.  The sign reads like a call sheet

for the different groups that use the space. Together, they represent a wide

range of backgrounds and perspectives representing differences in race, class,

religion and sexuality.  Branch Brook Park Roller Rink is a microcosm of the

world that surrounds it.  This installation explores these diverse subcultures and

portrays the lives of skaters inside and outside the rink.   What is ultimately

represented by the individual groups is a sense of community: how it is defined,

where it is found and the persistent struggle to hold onto it.

GENESIS: 

I became interested in this project through a fellow Integrated Media Arts

student, Ryan Joseph.  Ryan is a Newark resident and the former staff

photographer for the Garden State Roller Derby Girls, who practice at Branch

Brook Park Roller Rink.  Through our conversations about the rink and after

visiting the space, we decided to enter into this collaboration and have been

working together on a documentary film about the rink for over a year.

Although we are collaborating on the film, I have taken on the installation as a

solo project. 

While making this piece, I threw myself into the skate community.  I took skate

dancing lessons with a seventy-year-old man named “Lezly the Skate Guru,” who
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exclusively wears purple and teaches skating as if it were ballet.  I went to

underground skate clubs that transform Salvation Army gyms into electric skate

parties.  I attended national derby conventions with derby teams from all over

the country.  I talked with skating historians who shared paraphernalia from the

1800s with me. However, most importantly, I spent a lot of time watching

skating at Branch Brook Park Roller Rink.  I have come to greatly admire skaters,

especially the people I worked with on this project.  They are amazing athletes

and graceful dancers.  Skating took on new meaning to me and observing at the

rink became a relaxing, joyful and reflexive experience. The simple act of

skating, endlessly turning around in circles, is an act of control, of dominating

one’s space. However, it is also a meditative practice where one completely

relinquishes the need for control.  It is in this combination that one finds a

sense of freedom that makes the world outside the rink recede.

BACKGROUND:

 

Branch Brook Park Roller Rink

Over the last five years, many popular skate rinks in the tri-sate area have closed

their doors.  Rinks like Empire in Brooklyn, The Skate Key in the South Bronx,

and the Roxy in Manhattan were cultural meccas for decades, hosting skating

events that were enjoyed by generations of community members.  Roller skating

was, and continues to be, an integral part of urban diversion. Although they

might seem like locations for a frivolous pastime, these spaces are de facto
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community centers that offer a sanctuary from their sometimes harsh

surroundings.1

 

The demise of these urban rinks is related to the economic downturn that

escalated to a crisis in 2007. The overhead cost of operation, combined with the

plummet in real estate values, became too much of a burden for rink managers.

As it is often the case with facilites that serve poor communities, little outside

support was available to keep these rinks alive.   Decorating the far wall of

Branch Brook Park Roller Rink is a graffitti memorial to the rinks that have

closed.  In bright colors and flamboyant script, the names of these now mythical

places are emblazoned on the white walls. 

 

Branch Brook Park Roller Rink is a relatively young rink.  It was built in 1992 as a

project supported by the Park and Recreation Department of the State of New

Jersey.   Michael Feiger, owner of United Skates for America , the last operator of

Empire Rink and current operator of Branch Brook Park Roller Rink, cites the

state's subsidisation of the rink as the main reason for its survival. “The reason

for this Rink's success is, number one, it's public land,” he says. “The country

owns and maintains the property and I think that's the reason, we're safe.”

Because the site is on public land, the rink is able to maintain lower prices,

providing greater accessibility to Newark residents.   Feiger, a native of Newark,

is extremely connected to the city and feels committed to the success and

mission of the rink as a place that serves the community. “In the fourteen years

that we've been here, we've served about three million people,”  he says. “With

the end of the Sharp James administration and the beginning of the Cory Booker

administration, there's been a lot of renaissance work here in the city: NJ PAC

(Performing Arts Center), the stadium -- but the roller rink was first.”

 

The rink hosts nightly skating events including open skating sessions, “Jam”

Skate Dancing, Gospel Skating and Roller Derby. The distinct communities that

have emerged around each night embody the differences in the subcultures that

                                                  
1 Kelly Shimoda, “The Last Lace-Up” New York Times, April 22, 2007
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the rink caters to.  For the purpose of this installation, I follow three individuals

who are involved in the following subcultures:

 

Dance:  “Jam Skating” was extremely popular during the Age of Disco and has

remains a vibrant New York City subculture.  Branch Brook Park Roller Rink

hosts three adult skate nights a week.  Two of these nights are hosted by DJs

from Empire Rink and Skate Key, and most visibly represent the importance of

Branch Brook Park Rink to the Jam Skating community.  Jam Skate nights are

weekly homages to these historic rinks, and a time when members of now-

dispelled skate communities can reconnect. The First Thursday monthly party is

particularly popular and hosts crowds of over 1,500 people.  The “Skate Dancing

Crew” consists of a flamboyant bunch of extremely talented athletes who use

the rink as a place to showcase their individual abilities and styles. 

 

Gospel Skating:  For over 16 years, the rink has been hosting religious-themed

skating events for the immediate community of Newark: “Gospel Skating Night”

and “Skating with Praise”. These events are frequented by a multi-generational

cross-section of Newark’s African American community.  These events bring

together families on Sunday outings, teenagers on their first date and

octogenarians who sit along the sidelines to watch people skate by.  Church

skating events open with a recitation of the Lord’s Prayer, and after a

resounding “Amen” fills the room, the skaters pile onto the floor and the

evening begins.  Popular Gospel and Gospel House DJs spin booming tracks that

echo through the space, and on occasions a live Gospel band will perform. 

Regardless of the music, the skaters always seem to know the words and

unabashedly sing along.  

 

Derby: Immediately following “Skating With Praise”, the Garden State Roller

Derby Girls arrive to practice at the rink. In a matter of minutes the

predominantly African American churchgoers are replaced by the predominantly

white, tattooed, pierced and fishnet-stocking-wearing Derby Girls.  Roller Derby,

first popular in the 1950's, has recently experienced a resurgence, with a new

generation drawn to its hard hits and bad behavior. 
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The Garden State Roller Derby League practices twice a week at the Branch

Brook Park Rink and used to play their home “bouts” there.  To these Derby

Girls, the rink is a gathering place where women of various backgrounds can

display their athleticism and sexuality while not being concerned with body

image. For many of the women the team is also an extension of, or replacement

for family.   

 

Newark

Newark was “founded” by ultra-religious Puritans who fled Connecticut in 1666

in search of a place where they would be able to practice freely.2  Through the

1800s and 1900s the city became the one of the great industrial meccas of the

Northeast, and the home of immigrants fleeing economic stress and political

persecution in Europe.  Similarly, Newark was a popular destination for Southern

African Americans seeking freedom from slavery and a more egalitarian life after

Abolition.  Newark, in many ways, was founded and made great as a sanctuary.

However, its popular image is not understood in this way.

Newark still bears the physical and psychological scars of the race riots that

occurred in 1967, at the height of the Civil Rights Movement.  At the time,

Newark was a thriving manufacturing city, central to the economy of the East

Coast.  Newark’s industry was primarily run by white owners, who fled the city

                                                  
2 Brad R. Tuttle, How Newark Became Newark  (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University
Press, 2009), 13.
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for the surrounding suburbs, and operated by black workers who were not paid

a living wage and lived in Newark.   The inequalities of this extremely

segregated relationship did not stop there. Public schools and public housing,

mostly used by the black community, were inadequate and the wealth generated

in Newark did not benefit its residents.  In 1960, 32.5% of occupied housing

units in the city were considered substandard.  Of the 134,872 total housing

units, 7,097 had no flush toilets, 3,159 had no hot water and 28,795 did not

have heat.3  Frustration sparked by this disenfranchisement led to an

insurrection that literally set the city ablaze. Immediately following the riots,

most of Newark's industry vacated, leaving the city an empty shell and the

demands of its residents unanswered. 

 

Newark has never fully recovered from its negative image which is propagated

by mainstream media who, whenever given the opportunity, accentuate

Newark’s violent reputation. Danica Rainey, Branch Brook Park Rink manager,

pointed this out in an interview: “[The media] never come [to the rink], but God

forbid there would ever be a shooting here, they would be all over this place.”

The safe and playful essence of the rink is opposite of the fear unfairly

associated with Newark.

FORM AND STRUCTURE:

The traditional cinematic experience immerses the viewer in a realm of temporal

and narrative linearity.  It is an experience of observation and limited

interaction.  In a dark black box, the audience collectively responds to moments

in time strung together to evoke human experiences.

The history of cinema is also one of invention and the creation of spectacle.  As

stated by Jeffrey Shaw and Peter Weibel in the text accompanying  the show

titled Future Cinema in Karlsruhe, Germany,

                                                  
3 Ron Porambo, No Cause for Indictment: An Autopsy of Newark (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1971) 5.
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“The history of cinema is a history of technological experiment, of
spectator-spectacle relations, and of production, distribution and
presentation mechanisms that yoke the cinema’s economic,
political and ideological conditions. Above all it is a history of
creative exploration of the uniquely variegated expressive
capabilities of this remarkable medium.” 4

Traditionally, single-screen cinema does have the ability to create

transcendence; however, this immersion is limited by the space of one screen.

The viewer can take in one image and the brain can form associations with that

image solely.  Although parallels can be made through montage, what precedes

and follows the present image, it is a different process of comparison than is

derived from viewing multiple images simultaneously. The Rink also uses the

display of four identical images at once.  By surrounding the viewer with one

image, place, and time, this is meant to generate an enhanced immersion. The

possibilities of creating narrative through this form of comparison, along with

the increased sense of immersion multiple screens allow, are what drew me to

form the Rink as an installation.

In Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias, Foucault speaks of the modern relationship to

space:

“…perhaps our life is still governed by a certain number of
oppositions that remain inviolable, that our institutions and
practices have dared to break down.  These are oppositions that
we regard as simple givens; for example between private and
public space, between family space and social space, between
cultural space and useful space, between the space of leisure and
that of work.  All of these are still nurtured by the hidden presence
of the sacred.”5

The Rink attempts to visualize the relationship of common spaces (work,

church, home and rink) through their opposition and comparison on the

                                                  
4 Jeffrey Shaw, Peter Weibel. Future Cinema; The Cinematic Imaginary after Film,

http://www.zkm.de/futurecinema/index_e.html (Sept. 2002).

5 Michel Foucault, Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias, Foucault.Info
http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html
(1998)[Original Source: Architecture /Mouvement/ Continuité (Paris)( October, 1984)].
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screens.  The viewer is meant to understand the overlap of these spaces

because they are brought together by the character’s presence in all of them.

There are many dualities expressed in The Rink: control/freedom,

individual/community and past/present.  Through the separation and joint

presentation of images, I am able to synchronize the viewer’s perception of

these dualities in a physical way.  It was important to me that the installation

represents each group (Gospel, Derby and Skate Dance) separately.  I was

initially attracted to mixing these groups on the four screens, but I rejected that

idea because it would have perpetuated a forced and false sense of oneness.

Dividing the installation into three chapters reinforces the fragmented existence

of the space (and of the world beyond the rink).  The Rink embodies one of

Foucault’s definitions of Heterotopia, which he describes as being “capable of

juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in

themselves incompatible.  Thus it is that the theatre brings onto the rectangle of

the stage, one after another, a whole series of places that are foreign to one

another…”6 This can be applied equally to the separate groups that use the

space and to the separate spaces the individual members of each group bring to

the rink.  Space, as defined concretely (work, home, church, rink) but also as

defined by the experience of identity (race, class, gender, sexuality).

Multiple realities exist in America, and though they often inhabit the same

physical spaces, they rarely intersect with one another.  This is obvious in New

York City where, for the most part, racial, economic, sexual and religious

realities are divided by neighborhood, building, apartment and social scene.  We

live in a city where we are forced share space on a regular basis, living on top of

one another and cramped into subway cars, but this shared space does not

equal shared reality.  My experience shooting this piece also reflects this idea.  I

spent months splitting my personal immersion between completely different

groups.  I attended a church service with the Vereen family in the morning at the

House of the Lord Church, an African American Pentecostal church in Central

Newark.  That same evening I went to a Roller Derby party in Northern New

                                                  
6 ibid
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Jersey and was forced to funnel my first beer from a giant, plastic breast.

Although Gospel Skate Night and Roller Derby practice occur on the same

evening, the two groups remain as disparate as the their lives outside the rink.

One group enters as the other exits, and the interaction is limited to passing

nods.

Even though each chapter of my installation represents a specific subculture, the

chapters are also defined by the ideas of community that they bring to the

surface.  Chapter One deals with the Graylen Vereen’s sense of community

through religion and “traditional” family.  In Chapter Two the viewer encounters

the community Bonesaw finds in her Roller Derby Team and the promise of

community in her maternal desires.  The final chapter describes the loss of

communal space felt by the displaced skate dancers.  The dualities represented

in each chapter are important to the structure of the piece as it relates to each

version of community. The idea of control/freedom is central to the analogy of

the rink as sanctuary; each person/group experiences a lack of control in their

life and seeks control through skating.  The individual is taken out of

community through the use of voice over; hearing specific voices and stories

above the collective chatter of the rink.  In the first two chapters, this is also

conveyed through the inclusion of the character’s lives outside the rink.

The duality of past and present is also essential to the representations of

community.  For example, how a person’s past influences their present desires

and how a space can be forced to change and take on a new identity.  These

dualities are linked to the medium itself.  Through video, a moment gains

permanency and then is made ethereal again through projection.  It is the

audience’s responsibility to re-interpret these ideas once they are made public.
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Chapter 1-

Still of Vereen Family Praying and praise at church

Graylen “Sthephon” Vereen:  Graylen is a Department of Motor Vehicles

employee, a deacon at his church, and he is, above all, a father.  As a young

man growing up fatherless in inner-city Trenton, NJ during the late 70s and early

80s, he became addicted to crack while frequenting the popular House Dance

clubs of Newark.  He has been clean for twenty-five years and his biggest joys in

life are his children.  Graylen takes fourteen-year-old Future and ten year-old

Graylen Junior to Gospel Skate Night every Monday.  For him skating is a form of

praise, part of his deeply religious core that provides the structure he needs to

maintain a “clean life”.  As this chapter of my installation begins, the Lord’s

Prayer is recited at the rink and at the Vereen home. As Graylen’s story

continues, the screens depict gospel night at the rink, home life and church.

The spaces interact with each other on the four screens to give a sense of the

“sanctuaries” where Graylen defines himself.

The home scenes are split between two different days: preparing for church and

preparing for the rink.  In both situations, Graylen takes on a provider role,

preparing meals for the children, helping them choose their outfits and driving

the family to their destinations.  Graylen’s tender relationship with his children,

especially Future, is a way of confronting his past.  Graylen relates to his kids in

terms of his own childhood and wanting to change the course of his life by

providing for them what he never had.  They are a reminder of what he has done

right in life, and their successes and talents feel like his own.
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The installation treats Future as a symbol of Graylen’s freedom from his past.

The dance sequence that occurs at the church shows Future gracefully gliding

through four screens as the lyrics speak about “removing the mask.” The

footage is almost too precious, emphasizing the fragility of Graylen’s

relationship to his past.  The chapter closes with shots of the rink and the

church simultaneously projected.   The fervent sound of the preacher’s sermon

on the importance of dance and praise crescendos underneath the mixed

images.

The sparse crowd and intimate nature of Gospel Skate Night make it challenging

to capture.  It is not packed like some of the other nights, but it is very intimate.

Many of the skaters have been attending for over five years and are used to

seeing each other on a weekly basis.  However, because it is such a small crowd,

the way the space is used is very different from other nights.  There is less rigid

circling enforced by the rink, making it more of a free for all.  Skaters stay in

one place and execute smaller dance moves or form small circles around each

other.  It does not feel as though the skaters are working together; rather, they

are concerned with a personal relationship to praise and God.

Chapter 2

Stills of Bonesaw at work and during Derby

Michelle “Bonesaw” Pampellonne: Michelle is one of the original members

of the Garden State Roller Derby team.  She grew up in the foster care system

and by age seventeen was living in the streets of Jersey City and Newark, where

she struggled with addiction and a violent tendency that landed her in prison
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multiple times. Michelle has been clean for over five years and is currently a

construction worker. The only woman at her job, she often has to put up with

abusive language bordering on sexual harassment.  She is queer, yet is currently

involved in a heterosexual relationship because she wants  to have a child and

give it what she terms a “normal” upbringing.

Unlike the other two skate events, and contrary to Hollywood’s recent

representation of the sport, Derby is a highly structured game.  It is all about

control, gaining the lead and blocking your opponent.  The game is full of rules

and practice is a strict regime of drills, scrimmages and even written entrance

exams.  It is a controlled environment where Bonesaw can be aggressive but still

have limits.

This chapter opens with a forced change of pace.  The viewer exits from the

fervent agency of the church and enters a monotonous drill, where team

members are forced to travel on their knees arduously across the rink floor.

Similar but staggered images of the drill appear on all four screens, along with

accompanying percussive sound.  These images and sounds introduce the

viewer to Roller Derby as a highly regulated sport, not the lawless depiction

people are used too.  They also shift the focus from the traditional femininity

represented by Future’s dance sequence in Chapter One to the rougher, harder

version of femininity of the Derby Girls.  This contrast is also depicted in the

next sequence, when the four screens show the sexual and concentrated images

of the Derby Girls stretching.  This also reminds the audience of the traditional

gaze associated with Derby Girls, that of the fetishized “punk rock chick.”

However, since this is documentary footage and not Whip It (the popular 2009

Drew Barrymore film about Roller Derby), the scene feels real, more like

pornography than fiction. The unease this causes to the viewer is intentional.

Bonesaw’s individual character is introduced at work, on the top a high rise

construction site looking out at the Jersey City harbor.  Four screens are

dedicated to this vast landscape and the more claustrophobic space of the

elevator, while one screen remains on the Derby drills.  This is meant to remind
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the viewer of the stabilizing environment that Derby provides in Bonesaw’s life.

The section continues with immersive observational footage and helmet camera

footage of Derby games, as well as footage of Bonesaw at parties and with her

boyfriend.  Their relationship is represented by footage of him questioning

whether she trusts him while shaving her head and alternating images of both

parties funneling beer from a giant plastic breast.  These pieces allude to

pervasive aspects of Bonesaw’s being: her lack of trust and her ambiguous

sexuality.

Bonesaw’s audio makes the viewer aware of the importance of family in her life.

Due to her negative experience of family as a child, she craves it as an adult.

Even though she seems like a radical person, Bonesaw has a very idealistic,

traditional view of family.  Derby is a consistent replacement/extension of family

in her life.  The other women on the team are her sisters and confidants, but

this does not satisfy her desire to be a mother.  Bonesaw and her new boyfriend

Mark have been unable to conceive without assistance and recently started

booking the tests and procedures it will take for them to get pregnant through

invetro fertilization.  The Derby family and the promise of family through

medical intervention are not “traditional” views of family.  This provides the

viewer with an adjusted view of how family is formed.

Bonesaw’s section concludes with helmet camera footage of a scrimmage.  As

the women circle the rink, the sound of their game fades out and a First

Thursday skate dance song asks, “Will you be my Superman?” The images cut to

a single shot of the rink exterior at night and the camera pans across the

packed parking lot.
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Chapter 3

Still of First Thursday

First Thursday feels like its own living creature.  The rink breathes with the

ebb and flow of thousands of skaters whipping around the floor.  This section is

set apart from the previous two because it portrays the group as a whole,

without singling out an individual story or character.  The main conflict of this

chapter, the closure of other rinks in the tri-state area, is faced by the group

collectively and, therefore, I chose to use their combined voices to tell this story.

The chapter opens with two long sections of pure skating which are meant to

immerse the viewer in the energy of this epic evening.  The first is a slow, sexy

“couples” skate. This highlights my experience as a voyeur at the rink.  As a

filmmaker, one is always wary of the subject/object relationship that is inherent

in taking someone’s image. However, because so much of my process in making

this film was about looking, I became oddly, and perhaps inappropriately,

comfortable with this role.  In addition to a place of leisure, First Thursday is a

sexually charged pickup spot and the gaze is integral to this process. Laura

Mulvey’s delineation of the three ‘looks’ present in cinema is interestingly

relevant to the space of the rink and my relationship to it as an observer. Mulvey

states, “There are three different gazes associated with cinema: that of the

camera as it records the pro-filmic event, that of the audience as it watches the

final product, and that of the characters at each other within the screen

illusion.”7 The “look” in the space of the rink can be similarly divided: my

                                                  
7 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure in Narrative Cinema, ” in Laura Mulvey ,ed.Visual and
Other Pleasures ( Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989) 22.
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camera, the gaze of the onlookers watching from the sidelines, and the gaze

between the skaters on the floor as they asses each other for sexual

compatibility.

As a voyeur in this setting, my gaze began to feel like a part of this scene.  The

camera and the act of “picking someone up” are similar in that they are both

about capture: seeking out an object of desire, courting that object, and seizing

it.  While reviewing the footage, I noticed that both Ryan and I had engaged in a

cinemagraphic flirtation with the skaters, stalking certain people through the

crowds and visually objectifying people through the use of slow pans up bodies

and shots that focused on the more reveling parts of outfits.

There are two ways of viewing First Thursday.   One can choose to follow an

individual through the space, or one can look at the mass of people as one

entity.  The screens in this section are split between these two different kinds of

looks.  Three screens are dedicated to the group as a whole and one screen,

which changes its position, is dedicated to following one couple locked in a very

controlled dance.  This further helps to establish the theme of individual versus

community.

The second skating section in Chapter Three is much more high energy and fast

paced.  Trains of up to thirty people strung together whip around the rink at

incredible speeds and, miraculously, do not collide.  The skaters are so in sync

with one another that they move effortlessly between each other with ease and

grace, like one body.

The main conflict of this section is portrayed as the rink is abruptly replaced

with footage of a factory on three screens, with one screen still dedicated to the

rink.  Voices of skaters make it clear that this factory was the former Skate Key

Rink.  Monotonous factory footage plays on the screens as the skaters speak

about their love for closed rinks in Brooklyn, the Bronx and Manhattan.

Although three rinks are mentioned, we only see the interior space of one

transformed rink.  Admittedly, this was a question of access, as I was not able to
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enter and film in the former Empire Rink, now a storage house, or the former

Roxy, which has not been transformed and remains an abandoned rink.  Even if I

had gained access to these spaces, however, I am not sure I would have used

their images, as their absence appropriately represents the pining of the skate

community over their loss.  The one screen still dedicated to the rink shows

skaters spinning in the center of the floor, which references the mechanical acts

happening in the factory and reinforces the perseverance of these displaced

communities.

The mechanical factory sounds fade into the percussive beat of the next

sequence.  Three expert skaters, shot in slow motion, float across the screens.

This is a purposefully long skating sequence, during which the audience is

meant to reflect on what has come before.  The three skaters in this scene are

treated as empty vessels that can take on the stories or thoughts invented by

the viewer.  The screens abruptly cut to black when the men skate out of the

frame which emphasizes the impermanence of these communities.

After the final skater points lovingly at the camera, the audio continues and

loops back to the first scene of the installation, the establishing shots of Branch

Brook Park Roller Rink and of Newark.  These shots are meant to situate this

fanciful space in its geographic context.  Whether misconstrued or accurate,

everyone has preconceived notions about Newark.  No place is neutral, but

Newark is determinedly not so.  It was a challenge to confront this charged

landscape.  I did not want to add to an overdone and inhibiting dialogue about

Newark’s poverty and crime.  However, it seemed simplistic and idealistic to

avoid it all together.  The marquee of the old movie palace in Downtown Newark

screams the city’s name across the four screens.  It is an obvious reference to

place, but it is also a reference to a fantastic, rich and conflicted past.  The sign

is situated in Newark’s downtown commercial area, which is bustling with

people and traffic.  It is a city carrying on in spite of its reputation.  The sign is

also a reference to the medium of cinema.  The grandeur of the movie palace is

a reminder of the history of cinema in this present iteration of the medium.
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NOTE ON THE CONFIGURATION OF THE SCREENS:

The decision to use four screens was spacial and thematic.

The four screens provide an enclosed area that reinforces the sense of

immersion that is integral to the installation.   It also draws attention away from

the thematic emphasis on the three chapters and three characters.  Although

these divisions are important, I did not want to physically represent them for

fear of the installation becoming over determined by this idea

Originally, the arrangement of the screens was going to be oval; two rounded

screens opposing each other and two rectangular screens and joined seamlessly

to mimic the shape of a roller rink.  However, when I tested this configuration, it

did not work.  The space felt contrived, claustrophobic and disorienting, which

does not describe my experience at the rink.  I did not like the way the curved

screens warped the images; it seemed like a pointless disfiguration of the

skaters.  I have decided to open the four screens so that they are no longer

connected, and to use four straight, rectangular screens.  This space forms a

rectangle and while it mimics the space of the rink, the space in between the

screens feels more open and provides visual relief from the action provided on

the screens.

As it is not possible to view all four screens simultaneously, the viewer is forced

to move within the space and be an active participant.  In “Dance and Social

Fantasy” Angela McRobbie makes the following comparison between dance and

cinema:

“Like the cinema, the dancehall or disco offers a darkened space
where the dancer can retain some degree of anonymity or
absorption.  This in turn creates a temporary blotting-out of the
self, a suspension of real, daylight consciousness and an aura of
dream-like self-reflection.  Where the cinema offers a one- way
fantasy which is directed solely through the gaze of the spectator
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towards the screen, the fantasy of dancing is more social more
reciprocated.“8

The rink offers a similar space to the disco rhythms McRobbie describes later in

the essay, that are “trance-like” and offer “the possibility of being there and not

there.”  It was my goal to collapse the difference between the possibilities of

engagement between dance and that of cinema and, by doing so, create a more

reciprocal relationship between the viewer and the screens.  This is achieved

through the activity of the process of viewing; the audience of this installation is

forced to rotate in the space and follow the images on the screens.  Thus,

mimicking the movements they are presented with.

In the essay “Different Strokes for Different Folks,” John Mowitt describes the

relationship of the master drummer to the drum core:

“The master drummer can lead only by negotiating for the the
opportunities to do so within the collective of which he is a part.
This is not to say that others subordinate to him; rather, his role,
and the role of his drum, is more that of a monitor-perhaps even
and eaves dropper- than that of a leader.  He listens for the
moments that he then prompts others to seize.  The master
drummer is also an incarnation of popular memory… the master
drummer gives the community access to the repository of its
memory in the collective act of its reincarnation.”9

The DJ (or announcer in the case of the Derby Girls) is the master drummer of

the roller rink.  He calls on a repository of cultural rhythms that are repeated,

riffed against, and tossed back to him by those on the floor of the rink.  The

role of the master drummer is removed in the installation and given to the

screens.  The rhythm of the images and sounds that the screens provide are

drawn from a cultural repository that dictates how the viewer both physically

(through the swivel necessary to experience all four channels) and mentally (by a

clash between our own cultural suppositions and those presented) views the

piece.   Although the screens do not actively react to the interpretations of the

                                                  
8 Angela McRobbie, as quated in, “Different Strokes for Different Folks,” John Mowitt,
Percussion: Drumming Beating and Striking (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002)
86.
9 Mowitt, 76
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viewers, the outcome of these two differences is what the viewer walks away

with.

AUDIENCE:

 

The Rink has a diverse range of target audiences, including the Roller Derby

community, religious Communities, Skate Dance communities, African

Americans, women and the LGTBQ community.  I intend to reach out to these

groups when showing the piece.  Most importantly, however, I would like to

show the piece in Newark.   Ryan Joseph has connections with many Newark arts

organizations including Alijira, The Center for The Contemporary Art, Gallery

Aferro and  The Seed.  I will connect with these institutions to organize a

screening of the piece in Newark.

I would also like to show the piece at less traditional venues, including roller

rinks.  It is important to me that this piece be accessible to the community it

represents and I feel that bringing it to rinks is one of the best ways to achieve

this. It is also interesting to me to bring the “art audience” to places they would,

perhaps, not normally experience like roller rinks.

MY RELATED WORK:   

My work is often concerned with small stories that focus on the relationship

between people and place.  I am interested in portraying how people and the

layered history of the spaces they inhabit define each other, and combine to

create a unique experience of place.  This can be seen throughout my

documentary and installation work, and the Rink explores it further.

In 2008, I made a feature documentary with Esy Casey called Thing With No

Name. This piece follows two Zulu women as they begin the rigorous and

oftentimes confusing process of antiretroviral drug therapy. The piece follows

the women into their homes and we witness firsthand the hope these drugs

offer. Yet the overwhelming reality is the lack of resources and support available
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to them, which undermines their fight to survive in a community where orphans

outnumber their counterparts and funerals are daily occurrences.

Still from Thing With No Name 

Thing With No Name opens with an elder telling his memory of apartheid:

“before there were pass laws, people were beaten by the police and murdered.

Now people say there is freedom but people die every other day.”  This ominous

description stays with the viewer throughout the film and describes the

overexploited idea of hope that South Africa is unfairly burdened with.  The

documentary also uses the landscape to describe the experience of the illness.

The cycle of a crop of corn, cherry blossoms, and the eroding earth depict the

physical and mental “ups and downs” the two protagonists experienced.  The

film attempted to link place, history and individuals.

In 2009 Kahil Skhymba, Nayo Simmons and I made the short documentary

Subprimed.  This film tells the story of the national foreclosure crisis through

the eyes of hard-hit East New York, a community that is no stranger to tough

times. As more and more homes in the neighborhood bore foreclosure signs,

individual victims of egregious lending practices came to realize that they were

not alone, and found the strength to band together and save their community

from catastrophe.

The piece tells this story through the collective voices of the residents.  The

interviews are intercut to clarify the often baffling situation the block was faced

with.  It also puts the story in its historical context through an examination of
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the economic practices that led to the current debacle, beginning with redlining

in the 1920s and 30s.

   

One of the most rewarding parts of making Subprimed was the block party we

organized with the residents featured in the film. During the street’s annual

block party with food and music, we screened the film in front of the very

houses featured in Subprimed.   People from surrounding blocks were invited to

see their neighbors as characters in the film, and others watched from the

balconies of the tall public housing that overlooks the street.  We invited city

officials and press, and the event attracted a lot of attention and was an

uplifting moment in the bleak recent history of this block. It was extremely

rewarding for me to view the work in this context. 

Stills from Subprimed 

One of the most unexpected rewards of the Subprimed neighborhood screening

was that it brought viewers to this area who would never normally go to East

New York, and provided them with the immediate context and reality for the

film they were watching.  I think the same thing will happen with The Rink when

it is installed at any roller rink, especially Branch Brook Park Roller Rink. 

 

In 2008 I collaborated with Chloe Smolarski and Melissa Nicolardi to make the

installation Profiling Truth. Over the course of two weeks we collected over one

hundred pieces of evidence –still images, moving images, sounds files and

objects-- from Port Authority Bus Terminal.  We also collected over fifty

narratives which each of us then reinterpreted into a film. Profiling Truth was

organized around the idea that people will construct stories based on
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preconceived notions attached to images, objects and sound collected from a

space.  It furthers the idea that individual interactions with space create and

change the identity of a place.

evidence from Profiling Truth

I am presently working on a three part video installation called Solander.  This

piece addresses the pervasive nature of history and place as it relates

specifically to my family. The first part, Solander, is a four-channel film

installation that begins with my grandfather's trip from Russia to the Lower East

Side of New York. I went back to the tenement apartment where he had first

lived in New York City and found a block of public housing. I interviewed

members of the community that currently live on Gouverneur Street.  A pleasant

day was spent playing dice, selling cigarettes, drinking rum with old men and

eating chicken and playing bingo with old women.

stills from Solander
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The second part, Ricki Ticki, is about my Aunt Ricki's struggle with early onset

Alzheimer's.  For the last ten years of her life — from 50 to 60 years old — she

lived in a home for the aged overlooking Coney Island, ironically located blocks

from where she was born.  The piece uses her loss of memory and character as

a metaphor for the effects of redevelopment in New York City.

stills from Ricki Ticki

The third piece in the series, Hastings, is based on letters that my grandfather

wrote to my grandmother during his stay at a mental hospital where he received

shock therapy for depression.  One day my grandmother picked me up from

elementary school and realized that the school had been built on the grounds of

the same mental hospital.  The piece is about the changing identity of space and

the lingering memories associated with its transformations.

The themes of place, memory and history consistently reappear in my work.  I

am most interested in finding small stories that lead to an interesting

interpretation of these ideas.  The Rink allowed me to do this on many levels:

through the illusion to the rich history of Newark, the fascinating personal

memories of the people involved, and the history of roller skating.  However,

what is most interesting to me is thinking of the rink as a place where distinct

ideas, histories, memories and identities form a thick residue on the walls and

floors that, however invisible, is palpable upon entry.
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